Introduction {#Sec1}
============

The nature of the boron-nitrogen bond (BN) partially determines the physico-chemical properties of molecules, with growing importance in chemical synthesis and applications. Compounds with BN chemical bonds are used to prepare edge-rich, B and N dual-doped graphene sheets (BNGs) to ensure more superior electro-catalytic activity for oxygen reduction \[[@CR1], [@CR2]\]. In supramolecular chemistry, scientists can construct crystalline and soft molecular networks using dative BN bonds \[[@CR3]\]. The molecular cages containing six dative boron-nitrogen bonds can encapsulate polyaromatic molecules such as triphenylene \[[@CR4]\]. Recently, Légaré et al. \[[@CR5]\] showed that catenation of two N~2~ molecules (formation of nitrogen chains) under near-ambient conditions is possible using organoboron compound. In the postulated reaction between dinitrogen and a hypothetical base-stabilized borylene, the dipotassium complex is formed with the B^[\...]{.ul}^N^[\...]{.ul}^N^[\...]{.ul}^N^[\...]{.ul}^N^[\...]{.ul}^B chain \[[@CR5]\]. In an earlier study, Légaré et al. \[[@CR6]\] reported that the reaction of N~2~ molecules bound to two borylene units results in the species with the neutral (B~2~N~2~) or dianionic \[B~2~N~2~\]^2−^ fragments. Such reactions are important for the development of the efficient process of nitrogen fixation and reduction by boron. Zhang et al. \[[@CR7]\] demonstrated that the BN bonds, forming the hexagonal boron nitride nanosheet, play an essential role in electrochemical catalysis of N~2~ to NH~3~. It has been postulated that unsaturated boron on the edge can activate inert dinitrogen molecule. In the world of fluorescent organic compounds, incorporation of the B-N bond within the polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons is a method of rigidifying the compound core, yielding more intense fluorescence, extraordinary thermal and photochemical stability, and high fluorescence quantum yields. For example, Saint-Louis et al. \[[@CR8]\] when studying polycyclic azaborine chromophores, designed and synthetized the molecule, where the N-C(=O)-N unit has been replaced with the N-B(OH)-C unit. The obtained azaborine molecules displayed higher molar absorption coefficient than their carbonyl analogs and presented higher emission quantum yields when compared with the imide analogs. In summary, exploration of the BN bond properties is important for the development of new organic field-effect transistors, solid-state lasers, biological imaging, or organic light-emitting diodes.

Discussion of molecular properties is very often related to the assumption that atoms in a molecule are connected by chemical bonds. Thus, their length, type, strength, and applied electronic descriptors, as bond population or the degree of delocalization of electron density (e.g., aromaticity), are crucial for finding correlations between the electronic structure and particular properties. From this point of view, knowledge of the BN bond local electronic structure is essential for predicting its physical properties.

Covalent bonds are usually characterized as single, double, triple (i.e., A-A, A=A, A≡A), or higher order according to the expected electron pairs of polarized electrons, which should be spatially localized between the atomic cores. The Lewis formula \[[@CR9]\], introduced before quantum chemistry era, where covalent bonds with shared electron pairs are represented by lines are well accepted multiple bond representation in chemistry. Nowadays, the number of electrons in the chemical bond, localized in space between core regions, can easily be calculated using topological concepts such as attractor, attractor's basin, and separatrix with molecular distributions of electron localization function (ELF) η(*r*) \[[@CR10]--[@CR15]\]. Thus, the number of bonding electrons, predicted using the Lewis formula or molecular orbital theory, can be verified using modern concepts of quantum chemical topology (QCT) \[[@CR16]\].

The Cambridge Structural Database (CSD) yielded 48,052 crystal structures with boron-nitrogen contacts between 1.230 and 2.319 Å \[[@CR17]\]. Percentage distribution of those contacts is presented in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. Two maxima have been observed at approximately 1.43 and 1.54 Å bond lengths, associated with molecules, where the B atom is bonded (mainly) to three and four atoms, respectively.Fig. 1Histogram of distances for the B^\...^N contacts in 48,052 crystal structures, obtained from the Cambridge Structural Database

In the present study, we concentrated on 25 molecules, containing 37 boron-nitrogen bonds selected from the CSD, the prototypical H~3~N-BH~3~ molecule with a single dative bond (N→B), and borazine molecule (B~3~H~6~N~3~) with the delocalized B^[\...]{.ul}^N bond. Such a variety ensures existence of all the three types of the BN bond, guaranteeing exploration of the nature of the B-N, B=N, and B≡N bonds. The local nature of the boron-nitrogen bonds has been investigated using two methods in the real space, i.e., topological analysis of the electron localization function, η(*r*) (ELF) and topological analysis of electron density, ρ(*r*) (AIM) \[[@CR18]\]. Obtained results are independent of a chosen set of molecular orbitals. The third method applied, the natural bond orbital (NBO) method \[[@CR19]\], chosen for comparison, is the analysis performed in the Hilbert space.

The main purpose of this study is to describe local electronic structure of the boron-nitrogen bond from the perspective of the topological analysis of η(*r*) and ρ(*r*) fields and to compare the results with those obtained with two-center NBOs. Furthermore, we are interested in verifying to which extent a formal representation of the bond multiplicity (B-N, B=N, B≡N), used in the formal Lewis dot formula \[[@CR20]\], stays in agreement with the modern topological analysis of the nature of the BN chemical bond. We also looked for correlations between values characterizing BN bonds, obtained by different approaches and for various bond lengths.

The present study is a part of a larger project, comparing properties of the BB, BC \[[@CR21]\], BO \[[@CR22]\], BN \[[@CR23]\] BF, BCl \[[@CR24]\], and BCu \[[@CR25]\] bonds, investigated by topological analysis of ELF.

Computational details {#Sec2}
=====================

Geometrical structures have been optimized with density functional theory (DFT) method using the Gaussian 09 program (G09) version E.01 \[[@CR26]\]. The electron density functionals, i.e., the B3LYP \[[@CR27]--[@CR29]\], M062X \[[@CR30]\], ωB97X-D \[[@CR31]\], and B97D3 \[[@CR32], [@CR33]\] together with the 6-311+G(d,p), 6-311++G(2d,2p) \[[@CR34]--[@CR36]\] and aug-cc-pVTZ \[[@CR37], [@CR38]\] basis sets have been used as implemented in G09. For the cojwaa \[[@CR39]\] and yecvor \[[@CR40]\] molecules, the electrons have been described by the effective core potential (ecp-28) with the def2-TZVP basis set \[[@CR41]\] for the Rh and Sn atoms \[[@CR42]\] and the 6--311 + G(d,p) basis set for the remaining atoms. The wfn-files for the topological analysis of the η(*r*) and ρ(*r*) fields have been generated using structures optimized at the DFT(M062x)/6-311+G(d,p) computational level for all the molecules, except for cojwaa and yecvor molecules. For those two cases, the all electron basis set TZP \[[@CR43]\] without the g-orbitals has been used on the Rh and Sn atoms and the 6-311+G(d,p) basis set on the other atoms in single-point calculations. All optimized structures have been checked for internal/RHF→UHF instabilities.

The def2-TZVP and TZP basis sets have been obtained using the Basis Set Exchange software \[[@CR44], [@CR45]\].

The minima on potential energy surface (PES) have been verified through non-imaginary harmonic vibrational frequencies. All the molecules have been studied at 0 K and at singlet electronic states.

The hydrogen atoms have been added to the yecvor molecule, obtained from the CSD before performing the geometry optimization, using the Lewis formula presented in Ref. \[[@CR40]\]. Similarly, hydrogen atoms have been added to the cetsup \[[@CR46]\], cofvuo \[[@CR47]\], bpampb \[[@CR48]\] structures, obtained from CSD.

Topological analysis of the ELF has been carried out using the TopMod program with a cubical grid of step size 0.05 bohr \[[@CR49], [@CR50]\]. In the case of two or three V~i~(B,N) basins, the simple sum of their basin populations has been considered. In the case of three molecules with the single B-N bond, the monosynaptic non-bonding basin V(N) has been found in the region of the bond instead of the disynaptic basin V(B,N). Such result should be treated with caution because the classification to the synaptic type may depend strongly on numerical details and procedures applied in a program used for topological analysis.

The values of electron delocalization index (DI) in the framework of topological analysis of ρ(*r*) field, have been calculated using the AIMall program \[[@CR51]\].

Graphical representations of molecules have been constructed using the JMol program. The ELF domains have been visualized using the VMD \[[@CR52]\] and with UCSF Chimera \[[@CR53]\], developed by the Resource for Biocomputing, Visualization, and Informatics at the University of California, San Francisco, with support from NIH P41-GM103311.

The NBO analysis has been performed using the version 3.1 of the program, incorporated in the Gaussian 16, Revision E.01 \[[@CR54]\]. No "Resonance" and "3CBOND" keywords have been used since only two-center molecular orbitals have been searched for. Analysis has been performed for all optimized molecules at the DFT(M062x)/6-311+G(d,p) computational level.

Results and discussion {#Sec3}
======================

Chemical names of the studied molecules, downloaded from the CSD \[[@CR17]\] and the experimental boron-nitrogen bond lengths, *r*~exp~(BN), are presented in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}. The molecules contain formal single (B-N), double (B=N), and triple (B ≡ N) bonds and cover the range of *r*~exp~(B,N) values between 1.220 (dogpiy \[[@CR55]\]) and 1.717 Å (ajepah \[[@CR56]\]).Table 1The CSD identifier, the experimental BN bond length, *r*~exp~(B,N), and chemical the name of the compound. Chemical names have been obtained from the CSD \[[@CR17]\]. For multiple BN bonds, the shortest bond has been presentedCSD identifier*r*~exp~(B,N) (Å)Chemical namedogpiy1.220t-Butylnitrido-tris(trimethylsilyl)silyl-boranevejhib1.232t-Butylimino-2,4,6-tri-t-butylphenylboranesictii1.254(2,2,6,6-Tetramethylpiperidin-1-yl)-(2,6-dimesitylphenyliminio)boratecojwaa1.255cis,mer-Dibromo-((trimethylsilyl)iminoboryl)-tris(trimethylphosphine)-rhodium(iii)cetsup1.258t-Butyl-(t-butylimino)-boranecofvuo^1^1.3641,3,5-Tri-t-butyl-2,4,6-tri-isopropyl-3,5-diaza-1-azonia-2,6-dibora-4-borata(2.2.0)bicyclohexaneyecvor^2^1.377trans-1,2-bis(Di-isopropylamino-trimethyl-tin-boryl)-etheneaxuviy^3^1.377(η6,η6--1,2-bis(Dimethylimino)-1,2-diphenyldiborato)-chromiumzepuo1.3899,10-Di-imino-9,10-dihydro-9,10-dibora-anthraceneiditas^4^1.4052,4-Bis(dimethylamino)-1,3,5-trimethyl-6-(nitrooxy)borazinebpampb1.421\[(4-bromophenyl)(methyl)iminio\](chloro)phenylboratenotlud1.42710-Hydroxy-6-nitro-10,9-borazarophenanthreneabitud1.4452-ethyl-5-hydroxy-1-methylpyrrolo\[1,2-b\]\[2,1\]benzazaborinin-3(5H)-oneafucin1.5331-(N-(Triphenylphosphonio)anilino)-1-boratabenzeneakesug1.5341,1-difluoro-3-phenyl-5-(1H-pyrrol-2-yl)-1H-9,1-pyrrolo\[1,2-c\]\[1,3,2\]oxazaborepineamikem1.558difluoro-(4-methylaminopent-3-en-2-onato-N,O)-boronabemez1.596trimethylammonio-tricyanoborateabemid1.620trimethylammonio-dicyano(methylmercapto)borateacipeh1.6301-Phenylimidazole-triphenylboraneajepel1.705(2-((2-hydroxyethyl)(benzyl)amino)ethanolato)(fluoro)boronajepah1.717(2-((2-hydroxyethyl)(methyl)amino)-1,2-diphenylethanolato)(4-methylphenyl)boron^1^Other bond lengths: 1.565, 1.559, 1.555, 1.549, 1.384, 1.752 Å^2^Second bond length: 1.410 Å^3^Second bond length: 1.391 Å^4^Other bond lengths: ring 1.409, 1.455, 1.442, 1.448, 1.457 Å; the -N(CH~3~)~2~ groups 1.435, 1.431 Å

We have divided selected compounds into three groups, according to the formal BN bonds, published elsewhere. The first group of compounds contains the triple boron-nitrogen bond, B≡N, the second group consists of molecules with formal double bonds, B=N, and the third group gathers compounds with formally single B-N bonds.

All the properties discussed in the text have been obtained for molecules optimized using the DFT(M062X) method and 6-311+G(d,p) basis set, unless stated otherwise.

The triple B≡N bond {#Sec4}
-------------------

The molecules with formal triple B≡N bond are represented by 4 organoboron molecules, i.e., dogpiy \[[@CR55]\], vejhib \[[@CR57]\], sictii \[[@CR58]\], and cetsup \[[@CR46]\], with the *r*~exp~(B,N) bond length between 1.220 and 1.258 Å. The bond length, *r*~opt~(B,N), optimized using the DFT(M062x) method, yielded the values in a very similar range, i.e., 1.241 Å (cetsup)--1.255 Å (sictii). Those values are shown in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}, and the bond lengths calculated using the DFT(B3LYP), DFT(B97D3), and DFT(ωB97X-D) methods are shown in Table [S1](#MOESM3){ref-type="media"}. The optimized structures are shown in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}.Table 2Data for the B≡N bond, obtained from topological analysis of electron localization function (ELF) for four molecules with formal triple boron-nitrogen bond. Calculations performed at the DFT(M062x)/6-311+G(d,p) computational levelMol/aramr~opt~(B,N) \[Å\]$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \overline{N} $$\end{document}$, the V(B,N) basin population; ~*p*NB~, the polarity index for the V(B,N) basin; B\|V(B,N), atomic contributions of the B atom to the V(B,N) basin; N\|V(B,N), atomic contributions of the nitrogen atom to the V(B,N) basin; %N, percentage of electron density for the N atom to the V(B,N) basin populationFig. 2Optimized structures of the cetsup, dogpiy, vejhib, and sictii molecules with postulated triple B≡N bond. Population values for the V(B,N) basins characterizing the BN bonds are shown above

Topological analysis of η(*r*) function shows three (cetsup, dogpiy) or two (sictii, vejhib) bonding disynaptic attractors V~i~(B,N) for the boron-nitrogen bond. According to the interpretation proposed by Silvi and Savin \[[@CR11]\], the BN bond has a covalent character with electron density shared by both atoms. The exemplary V~i = 1,2,3~(B,N) attractors in the cetsup molecule are shown in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}. The V~i = 1,2,3~(B,N) attractors are found outside the imaginary line joining the B and N nuclei. This can be explained by the increased electron localization in the molecular regions with more effective overlapping of the p-orbitals in π-fashion. Similar spatial localization of bonding attractors have been found for the C=C bond \[[@CR59]\]. The existence of the three valence V~i = 1,2,3~(B,N) bonding attractors is, however, not an evidence that a single V(B,N) attractor corresponds to any particular (σ or π) bond. The presence of all the three attractors is associated with local symmetry, governed by threefold symmetry axis.Fig. 3The localization domains (η = 0.850) for the cetsup molecule with basin population values for the B≡N bond. Positions of valence attractors (small violet spheres) have been superimposed on the ball-and-stick representation of the molecular structure. The localization domain in green corresponds to the B≡N bond.

An additional evidence for a triple B≡N bond formation is the absence of the monosynaptic non-bonding attractors V(N), characterizing the non-bonding electron density of the N atom. Since such attractor is not observed, all valence electrons of the nitrogen atom are engaged in the formation of the B≡N and NC bonds. The conclusions above are illustrated well by cetsup. The respective localization domains, corresponding to the CC, BC, B≡N, and NC bonds are presented in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}.

In order to confirm that the studied short boron-nitrogen bonds are triple bonds, analysis of the basin populations, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \overline{N} $$\end{document}$ ranges between 5.72 (cetsup) and 5.57e (dogpiy). Such large populations undoubtedly indicate the triple B≡N bond. It is worth noting that topological analysis of ELF for the prototypical molecule with the triple C≡C bond, acetylene, HC≣CH studied by Silvi et al. \[[@CR59]\] yielded the total population of 5.14e for the V(C,C) basin. Thus, the value of 6e, predicted with the MO or Lewis formula is only a guidance. All bonds with the basin population of V(B,N) larger than 5e in this study are considered to possibly be a triple bond. Since the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \overline{N} $$\end{document}$ values are slightly smaller than the formal value of 6e, the resonance equilibrium for structures with the B=N and B≡N bonds should be considered with dominant contribution of the latter.

All the studied B≡N bonds are polar, and the polarization of its electron density is associated with inequivalent character (electronegativity) of the B and N atoms. Polarity can be measured by the polarity index, *p*~NB~. The index has been proposed by Raub and Jansen \[[@CR60]\] based on combined topological analysis of ρ(*r*) and η(*r*) fields. It assumes values between 0 for homopolar and 1 for idealized ionic bonds, respectively.

Polarity indices calculated for the B≡N bonds are between 0.82 and 0.84 (see Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}) and show large polar character of the bonds. Contribution of the electron density from the N atom (5.09e--5.19e) is much larger than that from the B atom (0.44e--0.52e), thus the B≡N bonds have a covalent-polarized character and are strongly polarized towards the nitrogen. Since the atomic contributions of the N atom (91--92%) are very large, it is more appropriate to describe their covalent character with large contribution of the dative mechanism (N→B) than the sharing of electron density by both atoms. Such approach corresponds to formal assumption based on the orbital picture, where electron density from the N atom is donated to empty orbitals of the B atom.

Complementary insight into the bonding nature of the B≡N bonds can be obtained from the topological analysis of electron density, ρ(*r*) \[[@CR18]\]. This method is much widely known than the topological analysis of ELF. At this point, it is worth recollecting the two papers by Bader et al. \[[@CR61], [@CR62]\] who observed that the fields of the negative Laplacian of ρ(*r*), −∇^2^ρ(r), and ELF are generally homeomorphic \[[@CR61]\] and showed that ELF has no direct relationship with the Laplacian of the conditional pair density \[[@CR62]\].

The values of electron density for the B≡N bond critical point (BCP), ρ~(3,−1)~(*r*), and other topological parameters are shown in Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}. As expected, the results are different than those obtained from the ELF representation. The value of the ρ~(3,−1)~(*r*) for four molecules is large (≈ 0.27 e/bohr^3^) and typical for covalent bonds with shared electron density. However, the value of the Laplacian of ρ~(3,−1)~(*r*) for the BCP, ∇^2^ρ~(3,−1)~(*r*), is large and positive (1.19--1.35 e/bohr^5^) indicating a decrease of the electron density around the BCP, typical for closed-shell interactions. It shows that the B≡N bonds cannot be classed as typical covalent-polarized bonds. However, the values of the Cremer and Kraka \[[@CR63], [@CR64]\] total energy density, H~(3,−1)~(*r*), are negative (between − 0.27 and − 0.26 au/bohr^3^) and show prevalence of the negative potential energy, typical for the covalent bonds.Table 3Data for the B≡N bond, obtained from topological analysis of electron density field (AIM) for four molecules with formal triple boron-nitrogen bond. Calculations performed at the DFT(M062x)/6-311+G(d,p) computational levelMol/paramρ~(3,−1)~(*r*)∇^2^ρ~(3,−1)~(*r*)ε~(3,−1)~H~(3,−1)~DIcetsup0.2711.316\< 0.001− 0.2711.043vejhib0.2711.3100.006− 0.2720.987dogpiy0.2681.346\< 0.001− 0.2591.276sictii0.2651.1930.059− 0.2660.851The following parameters have been calculated for the B≡N bond critical point, (3,−1): ρ~(3,−1)~(*r*), the value of electron density (e/bohr^3^); ∇^2^ρ~(3,−1)~(*r*), the electron density Laplacian (e/bohr^5^), ε~(3,−1)~, the ellipticity, H~(3,−1)~, the Cremer and Kraka \[[@CR63], [@CR64]\] energy density (au/bohr^3^), H(*r*) = G(*r*) + V(*r*). DI, electron delocalization index, the average number of delocalized electrons between quantum atoms B and N \[[@CR65]\]

Another interesting measure of a bond character is the electron DI containing information about the average number of electrons shared between quantum atoms. Practical application of the DI in explaining the nature of atomic interactions has been described by Bader et al. \[[@CR65]\] in the article entitled "Where To Draw the Line in Defining a Molecular Structure." In that article, the representation of the bonding (not bonds \[[@CR66]\]) in the adduct between HSiCl~3~ and Cp(CO)~2~Mn molecules have been rationalized on the basis of topological analysis of electron density. The values of DI were 0.19 for LiF (the ionic limit), 2.7 for C~2~, and 1.6 for CO molecules. For the B≡N bonds in the sictii, dogpiy, vejhib, and cetsup molecules, the values of DI are between 0.85 and 1.28. Those values are much smaller than 3, expected for an ideal triple bond, and do not confirm the triple B≡N bond existence. Calculations performed at the same computational level for the HC≡CH and N≡N molecules with triple bond yielded the DI of 2.851 and 3.046, respectively. Such results are in agreement with the formal concept of the triple bond in those molecules.

In summary, the results obtained for the B≡N bonds do not confirm a triple covalent bond with 6e shared between the B and N atoms. The boron-nitrogen interaction in the studied molecules shows some similarities with the N→B bond in the H~3~N-BH~3~ molecule, formally understood as covalent-dative. The signs of the Laplacian of ρ~(3,−1)~(*r*) are positive, however the value of ρ~(3,−1)~(*r*) is about two times smaller than those calculated for the B≡N bond. Such small value can indicate a bond with only 2 electrons in the bonding region, much smaller than six electrons found for the B≡N bond. Recently, a dative bond in a series of small molecules has been investigated by Mebs and Beckmann \[[@CR67]\], presenting similar topological characteristic of the BN bond. In summary, within the topological analysis of ρ(*r*) field, a formally triple B≡N bond in cetsup, dogpiy, vejhib, and sictii has the topological bond order (AIM) close to 1.

Finally, B≡N bonds have been analyzed in the Hilbert space, via NBOs \[[@CR68], [@CR69]\]. This method has been applied to search for 2-center valence natural orbitals, formed by natural atomic hybrids (h~A~) at the B and N atoms. The occupancies of the NBOs, the percentage contribution of the B and N atoms to the NBOs, and sp^λ^ composition of each natural h~A~ are shown in Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}. The results show that all the studied BN bonds are triple, since three two-center orbitals have been obtained. Their occupations are close to 2e (\> 1.91e) and the NBOs are one σ-bond and two π-bonds. The σ-bond is formed by two sp. hybrids overlap, but two π-bonds are formed in a pure fashion by overlapping of the p-orbitals.Table 4The results of natural bond orbital (NBO) analysis for the boron-nitrogen bonding, formally triple, in four molecules (cetsup, vejhib, dogpiy, sictii) with the B≡N bond and the cojwaa molecule. Calculations performed at the DFT(M062x)/6-311+G(d,p) computational levelBondσ-bondπ-bondπ-bondσ, π, πMol/param*r*~opt~(B,N) \[Å\]OcpB%hybN%hybOcp.B%hybN%hybOcpB%hybN%hybΣOcpcetsup1.2411.98724sp^1.34^76sp^0.70^1.96922p^1.00^78p^1.00^1.96922p^1.00^78p^1.00^5.925vejhib1.2431.98423sp^1.32^77sp^0.67^1.96421p^1.00^78p^1.00^1.95422p^1.00^78p^1.00^5.902dogpiy1.2451.98723sp^1.55^77sp^0.66^1.96823p^1.00^77p^1.00^1.96722p^1.00^78p^1.00^5.922sictii1.2551.98423sp^1.14^77sp^0.75^1.96121p^1.00^79p^1.00^1.87417p^1.00^83p^1.00^5.819cojwaa1.2691.97719sp^1.35^81sp^0.78^1.96417p^1.00^83p^1.00^1.96216p^99.9^84sp^58.7^5.903*r*~opt~(B,N), optimized BN bond length; Ocp, a number of electrons‚ residing in the natural bond orbital; B%, percentage of NBO electron density, polarized towards the B atom; N%, percentage of NBO electron density, polarized towards the N atom; hyb, natural bonding hybrid constructed from the B and N atoms natural atomic orbitals; ΣOcp, total number of electrons‚ residing in all NBOs

The double B=N bond {#Sec5}
-------------------

In the second part of the research, ten organoboron molecules, i.e., cojwaa \[[@CR39]\], cofvuo \[[@CR47]\], sictii \[[@CR58]\], yecvor \[[@CR40]\], axuviy \[[@CR70]\], zeypuo \[[@CR71]\], bpampb \[[@CR48]\], iditas \[[@CR72]\], abitud \[[@CR8]\], and notlud \[[@CR73]\] have been investigated as molecules potentially containing double B=N bonds. Optimized *r*~opt~(B,N) bond lengths are between 1.269 Å in cojwaa and 1.455 Å for one of the BN bonds in the ring of iditas. Experimental *r*~exp~(B,N) values span from 1.255 Å (cojwaa) to 1.457 Å (iditas). Simplified Lewis formulas are shown in Scheme [1](#Sch1){ref-type="fig"}, and optimized geometrical structures are presented in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}.Scheme 1The Lewis formula for organoboron molecules with the double B=N bond. Me, methyl group; Bu^t^, tert-butyl group; Pr^i^, isopropyl group; Ph, phenyl group. The numerical values correspond to the populations of the V(B,N) basinsFig. 4Optimized structures of the cojwaa, yecvor, axuviy, and iditas molecules with postulated double B=N bond. The numerical values correspond to the populations of the V(B,N) basins

Each of the studied BN bonds has been characterized by the bonding disynaptic attractor V(B,N), thus the bonds have covalent-polarized character. In the cojwaa, cofvuo, sictii, zeypuo, bpampb, iditas, and notlud molecules, single V(B,N) attractors are observed, while in the yecvor and axuviy molecules, pairs of V~i = 1,2~(B,N) attractors are localized for two BN bonds. Such local topology of ELF is undoubtfully associated with planar geometrical structures of both molecules.

Values of the BN basin populations and other topological parameters obtained from topological analysis of ELF are presented in Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"}. The largest population of 4.54e have been obtained for the shortest (1.255 Å) BN bond investigated in this series of the molecules, i.e., the cojwaa molecule cis,mer-\[(Br)~2~(Me~3~P)~3~Rh(B≡NSiMe~3~)\]. The BN bond has an interim character between a double (dominant) and a triple bond, since the value of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \overline{N} $$\end{document}$ for V(B,N) is larger than a formal value of 4e. Topological analysis of ELF done through localization of the non-bonding attractor and basin V(N) does not show any lone pair on the nitrogen atom. Thus, all valence electron density of the N atom is engaged in formation of bonds with the neighboring atoms, including the NSi bond. This bond, formally single, with the basin population of 3.17e have an interim character between N-Si and N=Si. On the other hand, the B-Rh bond with the basin population of 2.03e perfectly fits the description of the single bond. According to the Braunschweig et al. \[[@CR39]\], rhodium iminoboryl complex (cojwaa) has a triple B≡N bond; our analysis, however, suggests the resonance of the two structures, i.e., Rh-B=N^[\...]{.ul}^Si (dominant) and Rh-B≡N-Si. The polarity index of the BN bond is 0.82, and the BN bond is formed in 91% of electron density from the N atom and 9% from the B atom. Similar to other studied compounds with triple B≡N bonds, the bond is heavily polarized towards the N atom.Table 5Data for the formal B-N and B=N bonds, obtained from the topological analysis of electron localization function (ELF). Calculations performed at the DFT(M062x)/6-311+G(d,p) computational levelMol/param*r*~opt~(B,N) (Å)$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \overline{N} $$\end{document}$ (e)*p*~NB~B\|V(B,N) (e)N\|V(B,N) (e)%Ncojwaa1.2694.540.820.414.1291cofvuo^1^1.3843.630.830.303.3292sictii^2^1.3892.880.770.332.5589cofvuo^1^1.3903.500.830.293.2092yecvor ^3^1.3934.010.880.243.7794axuviy^4^1.4004.000.900.213.7995zeypuo1.4013.840.890.213.6395bpampb1.4044.070.870.263.8094iditas (ring)1.4153.150.820.292.8591iditas (ring)1.4163.050.810.292.7690notlud1.4243.680.880.223.4694borazine1.4292.880.850.222.6592iditas (B-NMe~2~)1.4354.300.880.254.0594iditas (B-NMe~2~)1.4364.290.880.254.0494iditas (ring)1.4492.980.830.252.7292abitud1.4493.630.890.203.4294iditas (ring)1.4503.060.830.262.8092iditas (ring)1.4552.990.840.242.7492iditas (ring)1.4552.900.830.242.6592^1)^In the cofvuo molecule, the H-C bonds in two isopropyl groups are oriented in anti positions^2^The second, longer, BN bond in the sictii molecule^3^For the yecvor molecule, two V~i = 1,2~(B,N) bonding attractors are localized with the basin populations of 2.00 and 2.01e^4^For the axuviy molecule two V~i = 1,2~(B,N) bonding attractors are localized with the basin populations of 1.96 and 2.04e

In the cofvuo molecule, (iPrBNtBu)~3~, two B=N bonds are the shortest of seven B-N bonds and are expected to be of double character (see Scheme [1](#Sch1){ref-type="fig"}). The molecule has been synthetized by Paetzold et al. \[[@CR47]\] and constitutes an interesting case of six-atom cluster, consisting of three boron and three nitrogen atoms. Its optimized structure is shown in Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} a. The trimer (iPrBNtBu)~3~ is formed in a process of trimerization of the iPrBNtBu iminoborane \[[@CR47]\]. According to Paetzold et al. \[[@CR47]\], the molecule has electronic structure resembling borazine with Dewar-type 2-center 2-electron (2c-2e) localized bonds inside the cage. The experimental study \[[@CR47]\] showed that peripheral BN bonds are short (1.364 Å, 1.384 Å) and can be characterized as double B=N bonds. The B-N bond inside the cluster is very long (1.752 Å) and most probably a single bond. Four other B-N bond lengths are between 1.549 and 1.565 Å. The values of *r*~opt~(B,N) vary from 1.548 to 1.696 Å. It is worth emphasizing that considered B=N bonds (formally double) are about 0.12 Å longer than the B=N bond analyzed in the cojwaa molecule, thus the topological analysis of ELF should show a smaller double character, interpreted through the values of the basin population. A trivalent character of each boron and nitrogen implies a lone pair on each of the N atoms.Fig. 5**a** Optimized structure of the cofvuo molecule. Hydrogen atoms have been omitted for clarity. **b** Localization domains (η = 0.849) for the cofvuo molecule. Positions of valence attractors (small violet spheres) have been superimposed on the ball-and-stick representation of the molecular structure. The localization domains in blue corresponds to the BN bonds and in green to other bonds. Localization domains associated with H atoms have been omitted for clarity. The numerical values correspond to the populations of the V(B,N) basins

The core and valence attractors of η(*r*) function for the (iPrBNtBu)~3~ molecule are shown in Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} b and their localization domains in Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} b. All the boron-carbon, boron-nitrogen, and carbon-carbon bonds are represented by bonding disynaptic attractors V(B,C), V(B,N), and V(C,C) and are in agreement with the Lewis representation of the covalent bonding. Each bonding attractor corresponds to the line between atoms in the Lewis formula and represents a chemical bond. No hypothetical V(N) non-bonding attractors, potentially indicating an existence of a lone pair, are localized near the N atoms. This observation shows that all valence electrons of the N atoms are engaged in formation of BC, BN, and BN covalent bonds, respectively.

Peripheral double bonds, B=N, are characterized by single V(B,N) basins with the basin population of 3.50e (1.390 Å) and 3.63e (1.384 Å). Those values show a prevailing double character of the bonds. However the resonance structures for the B-N and B=N should be taken into consideration in order to correctly describe the nature of the bond with the population smaller than 4e. As predicted, values of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \overline{N} $$\end{document}$ for the B=N bonds in cofvuo are 0.91 and 1.04e smaller than the population obtained for the shorter B=N bond in the cojwaa molecule. The B=N bonds are highly polarized with the polarity index *p*~NB~ of 0.83. The contribution of electron density from the N atom is significant (91%).

Formally single B-N bonds are represented by single V(B,N) basins with the populations in the range 1.83--2.40e. The very long B-N bond inside the cage is correctly described by the V(B,N) basin with the smallest population (1.83e). Such depopulated bond, with respect to formal value of 2e, should be characterized as a bond, which nature results from a certain contribution of ionic structures.

The sictii molecule \[[@CR58]\] has two boron-nitrogen bonds (see Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}) and its second longer bond (Δ*r*~opt~(B,N) = 0.134 Å) has been considered to have a potentially double character. The shorter BN bond described above has been identified as a triple B≡N bond---this result is in agreement with the interpretation proposed by Rivard et al. \[[@CR58]\]. The core and valence attractors in sictii are shown in Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"} a. The optimized B=N bond length is 1.389 Å, a similar value to that obtained for double bonds in the cofvuo molecule (1.384, 1.390 Å). Therefore, a similar value of the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \overline{N} $$\end{document}$ for the V(B,N) basin, close to 4e, could be expected. However, the calculated value is 2.88e, much smaller than 3.63 and 3.50e obtained for the BN bonds in the cofvuo molecule. Such result is unexpected, but can easily be explained using the ELF topology. The Lewis formula implies a trivalent N atom, thus two electrons should form a lone pair in its vicinity. Indeed, the monosynaptic non-bonding attractor V(N) is localized (see Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}) near the C(N) core basin. The basin population of V(N) is 1.57e, thus not all valence electrons of the N atom are engaged in the formation of the BN and NC bonds. A relatively small (with respect to 4e) population of the BN bond (2.88e) is caused by separation of the lone pair, therefore not participating in the formation of the dative bond to the B atom. To sum up, topological analysis of ELF partially supports the -N≡B-[N]{.ul}(C~2~) representation of the chemical bonds in the sictii molecule with the lone pair at the N atom.Fig. 6**a** The localization domains (η = 0.825) for the sictii molecule with basin population value for the B=N bond (green). The localization domain for the single B-N is shown in lavender color and the nitrogen lone pair, V(N), is shown in orange. Positions of valence attractors (small violet spheres) have been superimposed on the ball-and-stick representation of the molecular structure. **b** The Lewis formula for the sictii molecule. Mes, mesityl group

Polarity of the BN bond, measured by the *p*~NB~ index value, is relatively small, 0.77. This is the smallest value calculated for all the BN bonds investigated in this series of the molecules. A total of 89% of the electron density in the V(B,N) basin comes from the N atom.

The yecvor molecule is an interesting case of the organoboron molecule with two boron-tin (BSn) chemical bonds \[[@CR40]\]. Synthesis of yecvor has been described by Frankhauser et al. \[[@CR40]\] who characterized the compound using the Lewis formula with two B=N bonds (see Scheme [1](#Sch1){ref-type="fig"}). The optimized bond length of both BN bonds (1.393 Å) is only slightly (Δ*r* = 0.003 Å) longer than one of the B=N bonds in the cofvuo molecule, therefore a similar local nature of the bonding is expected. The core and valence attractors of the ELF field are shown in Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}. Two B=N bonds are characterized by the pairs of bonding disynaptic attractors, V~i = 1,2~(B,N). Total population of two V~i = 1,2~(B,N) basins is 4.01e therefore indicating the double B=N bond. Thus, the topological analysis of ELF results confirms the classical interpretation displayed by the Lewis formula. The polarity index, *p*~NB~, of 0.88 is similar to the polarity indices obtained for previously investigated molecules (see Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"}). The results show that the bond is dominated by electron density from the N atom, donating (in total) 3.77e (94%) of the bond's electron density (basin population).Fig. 7**a** The core and valence attractors in the yecvor molecule. Protonated attractors have been omitted for clarity. b The Lewis formula for the yecvor molecule. Pr^i^, the isopropyl group

Particular attention should be paid to the three bonds in yecvor, i.e., the double C=C bond and two, formally single B-Sn bonds. The C=C bond is characterized by two bonding disynaptic attractors V~i = 1,2~(C,C) localized below and above the plane. Such local topology of ELF has been observed for the C~2~H~4~ molecule \[[@CR12], [@CR59]\] and is associated with locally planar (approximately) arrangement of two C and two B atoms. However, the total basin population is 3.12e, which is essentially less than 4e expected for the double bond. This can be explained by the resonance forms with the C-C and C=C bonds. Basin populations of two V(B,C), corresponding to the two B-C bonds, formally single, are close to 2e (2.34e), thus the topological analysis of ELF supports the classical picture of the single bond. The BSn bonds are described by single bonding disynaptic attractors, V(B,Sn), with basin populations of 2.45e. The bond is of covalent-polarized type and is formed by 1.34e (55%) from the Sn atom and 1.09e from the B atom. There is a large polarity difference between the B=N bonds with *p*~NB~ of 0.8 and the B-Sn bond with *p*~SnB~ of 0.1.

The second example of the B=N bond, described by a pair of the V~i = 1,2~(B,N) attractors, is the axuviy molecule, \[[@CR2]\]borachromoarenophane (Cr{(η^6^-C~6~H~5~)~2~(BNMe~2~)~2~}) \[[@CR70]\], in which the Cr atom is situated between two phenyl rings (see Scheme [1](#Sch1){ref-type="fig"}). The molecule in singlet electronic state has been investigated. The compound has been described by Braunschweig et al. \[[@CR70]\], and the BN bond lengths (1.390, 1.376 Å) have been found within expected double bond range \[[@CR70]\]. The *r*~opt~(B,N) value is 1.400 Å. Repeated optimizations carried out using larger basis sets, 6-311++G(2d,2p) and aug-cc-pVTZ, yielded a very similar value of 1.399 Å.

Each N atom in axuviy forms four formally covalent bonds (2xC-N, B=N), therefore the non-bonding electron density (lone pairs) should not be observed in their vicinity. This is confirmed by the topological analysis of η(*r*) function, showing lack of non-bonding V(N) attractors. Thus, the whole valence electron density of the N atom is engaged in formation of chemical bonds. The B=N bonds are described by two pairs of the bonding attractors V~i = 1,2~(B,N). The total population of two V~i = 1,2~(B,N) basins is 4.00e confirming existence of a double B=N bond. The polarity index, *p*~NB~, is 0.89, similar to that of the B=N bonds in the yecvor molecule.

Another type of the boron-nitrogen bond has a nature associated with electron delocalization in the atomic ring. Such bonds can be found in the iditas molecule \[[@CR72]\] (see Scheme [1](#Sch1){ref-type="fig"}). The molecule consists of the borazine ring, B~3~N~3~ with three trimethyl (Me), and two dimethyloamine groups bound to the N and B atoms, respectively. Optimized geometrical structure is shown in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} and Fig. [S1](#Fig16){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. A single nitroxy group, -ONO~2~, is bound to the boron atom by the BO bond. The molecule is a borazine derivative, and a set of analogous mesomeric structures can be proposed (see Scheme [2](#Sch2){ref-type="fig"}). Two Lewis structures, II and III, suggest the presence of three double B=N bonds and three single B-N bonds in the B~3~N~3~ ring, yielding a formal BN bond order of 1.5. On the other hand, the structure I suggests a single type of the B-N bonding and a lone pair on each the N atom, which should be associated with the V(N) attractor. Optimized bond lengths in the ring (see Fig. [S1](#Fig16){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) are in the range 1.415--1.455 Å. The shortest BN bonds (1.415, 1.416 Å) are localized close to the BONO~2~ molecular fragment. Two *r*~opt~(B,N) bond lengths in the (CH~3~)~2~NB groups are 1.436 and 1.435 Å, those values lie between the shortest and longest bond of the borazine ring.Scheme 2The resonance structures of borazine

The core and valence attractors for the iditas molecule are shown in Fig. [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"} a. Topological analysis of ELF shows that six B-N bonds in the borazine ring and two BN bonds of the (CH~3~)~2~NB fragments are described by single attractors and basins V(B,N). No pairs of the disynaptic V~i = 1,2~(B,N) attractors have been found. Such results support delocalized character of the bonding in the ring. For benzene, the prototypical delocalized system, similar single attractors, V(C,C), are observed \[[@CR11]\]. In order to find a difference between the iditas and the unsubstituted borazine molecule, topological analysis of η(*r*) function has been performed for borazine. The core and valence attractors for both molecules are compared in Fig. [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"} a and b. No differences have been found in the B~3~N~3~ ring ELF topology of both molecules. From ELF topological perspective, the results indicate similar electronic structures for both rings.Fig. 8a) The core and valence attractors in the iditas molecule. b) The core and valence attractors in the borazine molecule. Basin populations are shown for selected bonds

Population values for the V(B,N) basins in iditas vary from 2.90 to 4.30e. It is worth emphasizing that the bonds in the B~3~N~3~ ring have smaller population (2.90--3.15e) than single (formal) B-N bonds in the (CH~3~)~2~NB fragments (4.29, 4.30e). Thus, the topological bond order for the bonds in the B~3~N~3~ ring is between 1.45 and 1.56. This result indicates delocalized B^[\...]{.ul}^N bonds with a formal bond order of 1.5. Each BN bond in borazine has the basin population of 2.88e with the topological bond order of 1.44e---the values are smaller than those obtained for the iditas. The presence of the -NH~2~, -CH~3~, and -ONO~2~ groups in the iditas significantly perturbs the electronic structure of the B~3~N~3~ ring, increasing the population of the BN bonds. Such increase of the basin population can be associated with electron-withdrawing inductive effect of the -ONO~2~ group and electron-releasing inductive effect of the -CH~3~ and -NH~2~ groups \[[@CR74]\].

Two BN bonds in the (CH~3~)~2~NB fragments have topological bond order of 2.15 and therefore show a double character. A relatively large amount of electron density localized between the C(B) and C(N) core regions can be associated with the V(N) basin absence (lone pair) on the N atom, and its electron density localized mainly in the boron-nitrogen bond. It is an interesting finding, because the formal Lewis formula does not predict the double character of the N=B bond between the (CH~3~)~2~N group and the B atom of the borazine ring.

For the BN bonds in the iditas borazine ring, the polarity indices are between 0.81 and 0.84. Slightly larger polarities (0.88) have been obtained for the B=N bonds in the (CH~3~)~2~N=B fragments. All the B^[\...]{.ul}^N bonds in the borazine ring have the same polarity of 0.85, very similar to the value obtained for the iditas. Changes in polarity in the BN bonds due to substitution are very small.

The BN bond in the next three molecules, i.e., zeypuo \[[@CR71]\], bpampb \[[@CR48]\], and notlud \[[@CR73]\] is formally represented by a double B=N bond. The value of *r*~opt~(B,N) is between 1.401 and 1.424 Å, and *r*~exp~(B,N) ranges between 1.389 and 1.427 Å. The topological analysis of η(*r*) function shows single disynaptic bonding attractor V(B,N) for each BN bond. Basin populations for the BN bonds are as follows: 3.84e (zeypuo), 4.07e (bpampb), and 3.68e (notlud), respectively. Thus, for the longest B=N bond in the notlud molecule, the smallest basin population has been obtained. On the other hand, the B=N bond in bpampb, is longer than its equivalent in zeypuo and exhibits a larger value of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \overline{N} $$\end{document}$ than that calculated for the shorter bond. The V(N) non-bonding attractor has not been found in any of the three molecules confirming therefore lack of lone pairs on the respective N atoms. Thus, all the valence electron density of N atom is engaged in the formation of covalent bonds. The boron-nitrogen bonds in the studied molecules can be characterized as double B=N bonds, although a single B-N bond, contribution to the mesomeric equilibrium has to be also considered. Like for other investigated molecules, the B=N bonds are formed almost entirely by electron density from the N atom, donating 3.63e (zeypuo) (95%), 3.80e (bpampb) (94%), and 3.46e (notlud) (94%) to the V(B,N) bonding basin.

The last molecule in the series is the abitud molecule. Its structure has been described by Saint-Louis et al. \[[@CR8]\] who reported a formal single B-N bond as a part of the six-member ring (see Scheme [1](#Sch1){ref-type="fig"}). The molecule contains an unusual N-BOH fragment \[[@CR8]\] and intramolecular hydrogen bond, C=O^\...^H-O. Furthermore, for the central ring containing the B-N bond, some electron delocalization has been suggested, bound to influence the BN bond properties \[[@CR8]\]. Thus, some double character of the bond is likely to be present, and therefore it is worth including the abitud molecule here. The experimental BN bond length of 1.44 Å is very well reproduced by optimization (1.449 Å).

The BN bond in abitud is characterized by the single disynaptic bonding attractor V(B,N). The monosynaptic non-bonding attractor, V(N), has not been found, therefore there is no lone pair on the N atom. Thus, additional electron density---as compared with the formal value of 2e assuming trivalent N atom---should be localized either in the BN bond or in the two NC bonds. Such hypothesis can only be partially confirmed for the BN bond since the value of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \overline{N} $$\end{document}$ of V(B,N) is really close to 4e (3.63e). The BN bond has an interim character between a double B=N and single B-N with a larger participation of a double character in the mesomeric equilibrium. The basin populations of 1.96 and 2.11e for the N-C bonds, indicate single bonds, as predicted by the Lewis formula. The polarity index, *p*~NB~, is 0.89, and the bond is formed by 0.20e from the B atom (5%) and 3.42e from the N atom (94%).

Numerical parameters, obtained from topological analysis of ρ(*r*) field, characterizing B=N bonds in the cojwaa, cofvuo, sictii, yecvor, axuviy, zeypuo, bpampb, iditas, abitud, and notlud molecules, are collected in Table [6](#Tab6){ref-type="table"}. Each bond has been described by the BCP. Values of ρ~(3,−1)~(*r*) for the B=N bonds are in the range between 0.267 and 0.185 e/bohr^3^, are generally smaller than those for the triple B≡N bonds (0.271--0.268 e/bohr^3^), and decrease with the bond elongation. Similar decrease in value has been found for the ∇^2^ρ~(3,−1)~(*r*), H~(3,−1)~(*r*), and DI parameters. All the B=N bonds are characterized by positive values of the ∇^2^ρ~(3,−1)~(*r*) in the range from 1.063 to 0.400 e/bohr^5^, smaller than those for the triple B≡N bonds (1.316--1.193 e/bohr^5^). No pattern has been observed for the ellipticity parameter with exceptionally large values (0.156, 0.158) for the sictii and iditas molecules. Total energy density, H~(3,−1)~(*r*), is negative for all the studied B=N bonds, thus the energetics of the bonds (BCP) is dominated by the potential energy density, similarly to the B≡N bonds. Delocalization indices are between 1.018 (cojwaa) and 0.420 (iditas) and do not conform to the concept of a double bond, but suggest bond multiplicity smaller than 1.Table 6Data for the formal B-N and B=N bonds, obtained from the topological analysis of electron density field (AIM). Calculations performed at the DFT(M062x)/6-311+G(d,p) computational levelMol/param*r*~opt~(B,N) (Å)ρ~(3,−1)~(*r*)∇^2^ρ~(3,−1)~(*r*)ε~(3,−1)~H~(3,−1)~DIcojwaa1.2690.2671.0630.016− 0.2711.018cofvuo1.3840.2160.5800.069− 0.2080.596sictii1.3890.2210.3890.156− 0.2250.586cofvuo1.3900.2110.5640.074− 0.2010.599yecvor1.3930.2050.6310.022− 0.1860.740axuviy1.4000.1990.6540.043− 0.1740.682zeypuo1.4010.2010.6110.067− 0.1790.554bpampb1.4040.2030.5540.067−0.1860.570iditas (ring)1.4150.2070.4260.078− 0.2000.489iditas (ring)1.4160.2070.4220.075− 0.2000.492notlud1.4240.1940.5330.028− 0.1740.455borazine1.4290.1950.4740.077− 0.1770.506iditas (B-NMe~2~)1.4350.1920.4520.158− 0.1730.452iditas (B-NMe~2~)1.4360.1920.4490.158− 0.1730.451iditas (ring)1.4490.1890.4020.036− 0.1730.457abitud1.4490.1820.5000.105− 0.1570.425iditas (ring)1.4500.1890.4000.040− 0.1720.456iditas (ring)1.4550.1840.4140.028− 0.1650.420iditas (ring)1.4550.1850.4110.024− 0.1660.443*r*~opt~(B,N), optimized B-N and B=N bond length; the following parameters have been calculated for the BN bond critical point, (3,−1): ρ~(3,−1)~(*r*), the value of electron density (e/bohr^3^), ∇^2^ρ~(3,−1)~(*r*), the electron density Laplacian (e/bohr^5^), ε~(3,-1)~, the ellipticity; H~(3,−1)~, the Cremer and Kraka \[[@CR63], [@CR64]\] energy density (au/bohr^3^); H(*r*) = G(*r*) + V(*r*). DI, electron delocalization index, the average number of delocalized electrons between quantum atoms B and N \[[@CR65]\]

The local nature study of the B=N bonds, carried out with the NBO analysis yields the σ and π orbitals (the double B=N bonds) for the cofvuo, yecvor, and iditas molecules. For other molecules, single B-N bonds have been found, accompanied by a lone pair on the N atom, formed by the p-orbital. The occupancy of the NBOs, the percentage contribution of the B and N atoms to the NBOs, and sp^λ^ composition of each natural atomic hybrids h~A~ are shown in Table [7](#Tab7){ref-type="table"}. Double B=N bonds consist of two NBOs formed mainly by the N atoms with atomic contributions of 76--82%. The results support the finding from the topological analysis of ELF, showing that the B=N bonds are formed mainly by the electron density from the N atom.Table 7The results of natural bond orbital (NBO) analysis for the boron-nitrogen bonding for molecules with formal B-N and B=N bonds. Calculations performed at the DFT(M062x)/6-311+G(d,p) computational levelBondσ-bondπ-bond/lone pairMol/param*r*~opt~(B,N) \[Å\]OcpB%hybN%hybOcpB%hybN%hybcofvuo1.3841.95518sp^2.03^82sp^1.65^1.91815p^99.9^85p^99.9^sictii1.3891.97623sp^0.88^77sp^1.88^1.779\--98sp^47.15^cofvuo1.3901.95619sp^2.03^81sp^1.64^1.92315p^99.9^85p^99.9^yecvor1.3931.97421sp^2.29^79sp^1.23^1.93915p^99.9^85p^99.9^axuviy1.4001.97921sp^2.43^79sp^1.23^1.650\--100p^99.9^zeypuo1.4011.98824sp^2.31^76sp^1.01^1.734\--100p^99.9^bpampb1.4041.97422sp^2.06^78sp^1.35^1.677\--100p^99.9^iditas (ring)1.4151.97323sp^1.71^77sp^1.81^\-\-\-\--iditas (ring)1.4161.97223sp^1.75^77sp^1.79^\-\-\-\--notlud1.4241.98124sp^2.29^76sp^1.42^1.656\--100p^99.9^iditas (B-NMe~2~)1.4351.97823sp^1.99^77sp^1.37^\-\-\-\--iditas (B-NMe~2~)1.4361.97823sp^1.99^77sp^1.37^1.9189p^99.9^91p^99.9^iditas (ring)1.4491.97023sp^1.97^77sp^1.71^\-\-\-\--abitud1.4491.97922sp^2.25^78sp^1.55^1.619\--100p^1.00^iditas (ring)1.4501.96823sp^1.99^77sp^1.72^\-\-\-\--iditas (ring)1.4551.96722sp^2.05^78sp^1.69^1.8039p^99.9^91p^99.9^iditas (ring)1.4551.96422sp^2.02^78sp^1.71^\-\-\-\--

The single B-N bonds {#Sec6}
--------------------

Finally, the B-N bond has been investigated. Formally, such 2-center bond is described by 2e and labeled as a single bond. The H~3~N-BH~3~ molecule has been chosen as a reference system. The molecule also serves as a dative bond prototype. The topological analysis of η(*r*) function, performed using the DFT(M062x) method for the 6-311+G(d,p) and aug-cc-pVTZ basis sets, yields very similar results. In the B-N bonding region, the monosynaptic V(N) basin is observed, supporting a dative-covalent bond, with the nitrogen lone pair donated to the boron atom. It is worth emphasizing that the topological analysis of ELF does not yield any disynaptic basin V(B,N); only monosynaptic V(N) basin is observed. The basin population of V(N) is 1.88e with the 6-311+G(d,p) basis set and 1.91e with the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set, very close to a formal value of 2e. The V(N) basin is formed by 1.80e (1.83e) from the N atom and 0.08e from the B atom, with a very high polarity index of 0.91. Thus, 96% of electron density in the B-N bond region comes from the N atom. It is evident that the topological approach, based on the ELF, applied to the B-N chemical bond in H~3~N-BH~3~ confirms the classical concept of the dative bond N→B.

The NBO analysis gives some more insights. The two-center natural orbital B-N with the population of 1.993e is composed of 19% contribution from the B atom and 81% from the N atom. The bond is formed by overlapping of the natural hybrids, i.e., sp^5.18^ at the B atom and sp^1.76^ at the N atom.

It is interesting to find whether the dative N→B bonding, characterized by larger than 95% contribution of electron density from the N atom, can also be found in more complex molecular structures. Therefore, 14 formally single B-N bonds in 10 molecules, with the *r*~opt~(B,N) lengths between 1.547 and 1.785 Å have been investigated. The molecules, selected from the CSD, are as follows: akesug \[[@CR75]\], cofvuo, afucin \[[@CR76]\], amikem \[[@CR77]\], abemez \[[@CR78]\], acipeh \[[@CR79]\], abemid \[[@CR78]\], ajepel \[[@CR56]\], and ajepah \[[@CR56]\]. The Lewis structures for all the studied molecules are shown in Scheme [3](#Sch3){ref-type="fig"}.Scheme 3The Lewis formula for organoboron molecules with the single B-N bond. pTol, 4-methylphenyl (p-tolyl) group; Ph, phenyl group. The numerical values correspond to the populations of the V(B,N) basins

Each studied B-N bond is represented by a single valence basin V(B,N) or V(N). Such diversity of topological types is observed only for relatively long bonds, formally considered single. It is evident that all studied B-N bonds are either dative or have some covalent character due to shared electron density. The topology of η(*r*) function, similar to that in the H~3~N-BH~3~ molecule, has been observed in the afucin and acipeh molecules. In the B-N bond region, instead of the expected V(B,N) basin, a single V(N) basin has been localized.
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                \begin{document}$$ \overline{N} $$\end{document}$ for V(B,N) are collected in Table [8](#Tab8){ref-type="table"}. They range between 2.90e for the akesug molecule with the shortest B-N bond (1.547 Å) and 1.83e for one of the B-N bonds in the cofvuo molecule with the longest B-N bond (1.752 Å). The bonds can be classed as single, although a contribution of double B=N bond should also be considered in a resonance equilibrium (akesug, amikem, acipeh).Table 8Data for the boron-nitrogen bonds, obtained from the topological analysis of electron localisation function (ELF) for molecules with formal B-N bonds. Calculations performed at the DFT(M062x)/6-311+G(d,p) computational levelMol/param*r*~opt~(B,N) (Å)$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \overline{N} $$\end{document}$ (e)*p*~NB~B\|V(B,N) (e)N\|V(B,N) (e)%Nakesug1.5472.900.880.182.7294cofvuo1.5492.030.820.181.8491afucin1.5512.650.910.122.5395cofvuo1.5552.150.820.191.9691cofvuo1.5592.270.840.182.0992cofvuo1.5652.400.850.182.2293amikem1.5682.610.830.182.4393abemez1.6292.030.860.141.8993acipeh1.6322.590.930.102.4996abemid1.6542.050.870.131.9194NH~3~-BH~3~1.6551.880.930.071.8096cofvuo1.7521.830.860.131.6993ajepel1.7812.100.860.151.9593ajepah1.7852.100.880.131.9794

More detailed analysis of ELF topology has not shown any lone pair on the N atom for any of the molecules except for afucin, where the monosynaptic non-bonding basic V(N) has been found. The basin population of V(N) in afucin is 1.33e (see Fig. [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}). This value is clearly smaller than a formal value of 2e. The remainder of the electron density is found mainly in the BN bond (2.65e). Thus, small contribution of the double boron-nitrogen bonding should be also considered. Nevertheless, the localization of separated V(N) shows that such contribution is rather small.Fig. 9The localization domains (η = 0.875) for the afucin molecule with the BN, PN, and N lone pair basin population marked. The localization domains have been superimposed on the ball-and-stick representation of the molecular structure

Polarity indices, *p*~NB~, (see Table [8](#Tab8){ref-type="table"}) are between 0.82 (cofvuo) and 0.93 (acipeh, H~3~N-BH~3~). Their values confirm that for all the studied molecules, the B-N bond is mainly formed by electron density from the N atom, donating from 1.69e (cofvuo) to 2.72e (akesug) to the bond. Such atomic contribution is much larger than that obtained for the B atom in the range from 0.13 (afucin) to 0.19e (cofvuo). Electron density from the N atom contributes from 91 (cofvuo) to 96% (acipeh) to a single B-N. For the prototypical H~3~N-BH~3~ molecule, the percentage contribution of electron density from the N atom is 96%.

The single B-N bond will be discussed using an exemplar molecule amikem (difluoro-(4-methylaminopent-3-en-2-onato-N,O)-boron). This compound has been reported by Itoh et al. \[[@CR77]\] as a complex between BF~2~ and olefin. Its optimized structure is shown in Fig. [10](#Fig10){ref-type="fig"} a. The X-ray structure of the molecule has been discussed in the context of a possible mixture of ketoamine and enolinine tautomers \[[@CR77]\]. In the ketoamine form, the double C=O bond is present, while in the enolimine form (see Fig. [10b](#Fig10){ref-type="fig"}) the C=N bond is observed. Each of the forms, or their weighted average, should be confirmed by the ELF results. Topological analysis of η(*r*) function shows 37 attractors, including 11 core attractors and 26 valence attractors. All attractors are shown in Fig. [10](#Fig10){ref-type="fig"} c. Each covalent bond, predicted by the Lewis formula, is represented by the bonding disynaptic attractor. For example, the BN bond is characterized by the V(B,N) attractor, the BO bond by the V(B,O) attractor and two BF bonds by the V(B,F) attractors. Boron-fluorine bonds have partially covalent character and were studied in detail by us before \[[@CR24]\]. In the valence shell of the N atom, the non-bonding V(N) attractor is not observed, thus whole valence electron density is localized in the CN bond and B-N bonds. This is partially supported by basin population values: the CN bond of the ring is 3.16e, the BN bond, formally single, has 2.61e, but the C-N bond formed by the methyl group has 1.78e. The double C=C bond, expected in the enolimine resonance form, has the population of 3.36e. The values of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \overline{N} $$\end{document}$ for all bonds are presented in Fig. [10](#Fig10){ref-type="fig"} c. Comparison of basin populations with formal numbers of electrons for the bonds clearly shows that more than one Lewis structure has to be used to describe chemical bonding in the amikem. Nevertheless, the enolimine form is partially confirmed due to the populations of the V(C,N) and V(C,C) basins, which are 3.16 and 3.36e (close to the formal value of 4e), representing double C=N and C=C bonds respectively.Fig. 10**a** Optimized structure of the amikem molecule. **b** The Lewis formula for the amikem molecule. **c** The core and valence attractors in the amikem molecule. Black circles represent core attractors, gray circles represent valence attractors, blue circle represents C(N), green circle represents C(B), with basin population values for selected bonds

Finally, single B-N bonds are investigated using the topological analysis of ρ(*r*) field. It shows the BCP for every B-N bond investigated in this series. The numerical parameters characterizing BCPs are shown in Table [9](#Tab9){ref-type="table"}. The electron densities for the BCPs are in the range from 0.150 (akesug, cofvuo) to 0.093 e/bohr^3^ (ajepah), related to the values of *r*~opt~(B,N) from the shortest to the longest. Values of ∇^2^ρ~(3,−1)~(*r*) for the BCP are positive (0.461--0.068 e/bohr^5^). The largest value (0.461 e/bohr^5^) has been obtained for the prototypical H~3~N-BH~3~ molecule. Interpretation of the Laplacian sign is similar to those obtained for the B≡N and B=N bonds: electron density is removed around the BCP as in the case of the prototypical H~3~N-BH~3~ molecule. For two other parameters, i.e., the ellipticity of ρ~(3,−1)~(*r*) and total energy density for the BCP, only the values of H~(3,−1)~(*r*) show a decrease along with elongation of *r*~opt~(B,N) bond length. Those values are between − 0.122 au/bohr^3^ (akesug, cofvuo) and − 0.056 au/bohr^3^ (H~3~N-BH~3~). The most interesting parameter, the DI, related to the multiplicity of the bond, does not show any essential dependence from the *r*~opt~(B,N) bond length. Its value changes from 0.215 (ajepel) to 0.402 (afucin). The number of delocalized electron pairs is less than 1, expected for a single bond, and it oscillates around 0.336 for the delocalization of electron density between the B and N quantum atoms in the H~3~N-BH~3~ molecule.Table 9Data for the boron-nitrogen bonds, obtained from the topological analysis of electron density field (AIM) for molecules with formal B-N bonds. Calculations performed at the DFT(M062x)/6-311+G(d,p) computational levelMol/param*r*~opt~(B,N) (Å)ρ~(3,−1)~(*r*)∇^2^ρ~(3,−1)~(*r*)ε~(3,−1)~H~(3,−1)~DIakesug1.5470.1500.3100.021− 0.1220.282cofvuo1.5490.1470.2780.338− 0.1220.376afucin1.5510.1320.4590.247− 0.0910.402cofvuo1.5550.1500.3020.275− 0.1240.385cofvuo1.5590.1430.2430.158− 0.1180.364cofvuo1.5650.1430.2620.156− 0.1160.364amikem1.5680.1440.2940.045− 0.1160.278abemez1.6290.1290.252\< 0.001−0.1000.335acipeh1.6320.1090.4280.035− 0.0670.306abemid1.6540.1210.228\<0.011− 0.0920.348NH~3~-BH~3~1.6550.1000.4610.000− 0.0560.336cofvuo1.7520.1080.1820.074− 0.0810.289ajepel1.7810.0960.0680.312− 0.0720.215ajepah1.7850.0930.0920.222− 0.0670.239*r*~opt~(B,N), optimized B-N bond length; the following parameters have been calculated for the B-N bond critical point, (3,−1): ρ~(3,−1)~(*r*), the value of electron density (e/bohr^3^); ∇^2^ρ~(3,−1)~(*r*), the electron density Laplacian (e/bohr^5^); ε~(3,−1)~, the ellipticity; H~(3,−1)~, the Cremer and Kraka \[[@CR63], [@CR64]\] energy density (au/bohr^3^); H(*r*) = G(*r*) + V(*r*). DI, electron delocalization index, the average number of delocalized electrons between quantum atoms B and N \[[@CR65]\]

The NBO analysis used to find 2-center natural orbitals revealed the B-N bonding only for eight investigated molecules (see Table [10](#Tab10){ref-type="table"}). For the three molecules (akesug, ajepel, ajepah), the standard procedure used has not shown any natural bond orbital between the B and N atoms (see the "Computational details" section). Occupations of NBOs, the percentage atomic contributions, and natural hybrids of atomic orbitals forming the NBOs are presented in Table [10](#Tab10){ref-type="table"}. All identified NBOs have the population close to 2e (1.910e--1.993e). Contribution of the B atom ranges between 15 (cofvuo) and 21% (abemez), and is 5.6 and 3.8 times smaller than the contribution of the N atom. Similar to the B≡N and B=N bonds, single B-N bonds are polarized towards the more electronegative N atom.Table 10The results of natural bond orbital (NBO) analysis for the boron-nitrogen bonding for molecules with formal B-N bonds. Analysis of the results shows the presence of 2-center NBO between the B and N atoms. Calculations performed at the DFT(M062x)/6-311+G(d,p) computational levelMol/param*r*~opt~(B,N) (Å)OcpB%hybN%hybcofvuo1.5491.92717sp^2.45^84sp^2.93^afucin1.5511.95720sp^2.91^80sp^1.48^cofvuo1.5551.93717sp^2.49^83sp^2.62^cofvuo1.5591.94719sp^2.98^81sp^2.12^cofvuo1.5651.94719sp^3.10^82sp^2.07^amikem1.5681.97220sp^3.07^80sp^2.12^abemez1.6291.95421sp^4.36^79sp^2.53^acipeh1.6321.96218sp^4.83^82sp^1.52^abemid1.6541.95619sp^4.17^81sp^2.42^NH~3~-BH~3~1.6551.99319sp^5.18^81sp^1.76^cofvuo1.7521.91015sp^4.60^85sp^3.89^

In the final part of our study, relationships for the BN local nature parameters, different bond lengths, and formal multiplicity have been analyzed for all the investigated molecules. As has been shown above, the basin populations of the BN bonds support the formal concept of the B-N, B=N, and B≡N bonds. Furthermore, the values are decreasing from 5.72e for the cetsup molecule to 1.83e for the cofvuo molecule along with elongation of the *r*~opt~(B,N). The dependency between the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \overline{N} $$\end{document}$ values for V(B,N) and *r*~opt~(B,N), investigated using the regression analysis with the power model, is shown in Fig. [11](#Fig11){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 11Correlation between basin populations of the BN bonds, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \overline{N} $$\end{document}$, obtained from topological analysis of ELF and optimized bond length *r*~opt~(B,N) demonstrated using power regression

All the studied BN bonds are highly polarized with the polarity indices, *p*~NB~, between 0.77 (sictii) and 0.93 (acipeh, NH~3~-BH~3~). Unfortunately, we have been unable to find any essential correlation between the *p*~NB~ values and the *r*~opt~(B,N) bond lengths (see Fig. [S2](#Fig17){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The bonds are polarized towards the N atom, which delivers from 5.19e (cetsup, vejhib) to 1.69e (cofvuo) to the bonding V(B,N) basin. The atomic contribution of the B atom ranges between 0.52 (cetsup) and 0.13e (cofvuo), and is much smaller than that of the nitrogen. The correlation between atomic contribution, B\|V(B,N) and N\|V(B,N) and the *r*~opt~(B,N) has been analyzed with the power regression model, and is presented in Fig. [12](#Fig12){ref-type="fig"}. Elongation of the BN bond causes a decrease in the atomic contribution from the N atom, but very small decrease in the atomic contribution from the B atom.Fig. 12Correlation between electron density contributions of the quantum atoms B and N to bonding basin V(B,N) population and the optimized bond length *r*~opt~(B,N), modeled by power regression. The vertical axis shows atomic contributions

The correlations between the ρ~(3,−1)~(*r*), ∇^2^ρ~(3,−1)~(*r*), H~(3,−1)~(*r*) and ellipticity, ε~(3,−1)~ calculated for the BCPs of the BN bonds, and the value of the *r*~opt~(B,N) bond lengths are shown in Fig. [13](#Fig13){ref-type="fig"} a--d. The regression analysis shows a very good exponential correlation for the ρ~(3,−1)~(*r*) value, good exponential correlation for ∇^2^ρ~(3,−1)~(*r*) and a polynomial correlation for H~(3,−1)~(*r*) values, and no significant dependence for the ellipticity parameter. The values of ε~(3,−1)~ seem to be independent from the BN bond length. The values of the ρ~(3,−1)~(*r*), ∇^2^ρ~(3,−1)~(*r*), and \|H~(3,−1)~\| decrease along with elongation of the BN bond. The BN bonds, which have partially covalent character with some electron density shared between atoms, show decrease of electron density for the BCP along with the bond elongation.Fig. 13**a** Correlation between electron density value for the (3,−1) BN critical point (CP), ρ~(3,−1)~(*r*), and optimized bond length *r*~opt~(B,N). **b** Correlation between electron density Laplacian for the (3,−1) BN CP, ∇^2^ρ~(3,−1)~(*r*), and *r*~opt~(B,N). **c** Correlation between total energy density for the (3,−1) BN CP, H~(3,−1)~(*r*), and *r*~opt~(B,N), 2nd degree polynomial in H~(3,−1)~(*r*) was used. **d** The ellipticity values for the (3,−1) BN CP, ε~(3,−1)~(*r*), as function of *r*~opt~(B,N). **e** Correlation between the delocalization index, DI, for the B and N quantum atoms, obtained from topological analysis of ρ(*r*) field, and *r*~*opt*~(B,N) demonstrated using power regression

The DI measuring the amount of electron density exchanged between quantum atoms exhibits also some dependence on the *r*~opt~(B,N) value. The power regression analysis is shown in Fig. [13](#Fig13){ref-type="fig"} e. The largest values of the DI are obtained for formally triple B≡N bonds and the smallest ones for the longest bonds, characterized as single B-N. It is worth emphasizing that even for triple bonds, a number of electrons exchanged between the B and N atoms do not exceed 1.28. As shown by Bader et al. \[[@CR65]\], the delocalization index provides a physical measure of a property associated with covalence in classical models of bonding. Since the topological analysis of ELF also provides similar measure through localization of the bonding basin V(B,N) and its basin population, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \overline{N} $$\end{document}$, therefore it is interesting to compare both approaches. The linear regression has been used to describe the relationship between the DI values for the BN bonds and corresponding values of the basin population for V(B,N). The results are presented in Fig. [14](#Fig14){ref-type="fig"}. As can be expected, large DI values correspond to basin population characteristics for triple bonds (5.59e--5.72e), and both parameters decrease with elongation of the BN bonds. Interestingly, when applying the ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \overline{N} $$\end{document}$\[V(B,N)\] = 3.9444DI + 1.2683) formula, the basin population of 1.27e is obtained for DI = 0, when the interaction between the B and N quantum atoms is not covalent. Population of 1.27e can be related to the lone pair V(N), a remainder of the bonding basin V(B,N) at long B^\...^N distances. Krokidis et al. \[[@CR80]\] showed that dissociation of the N→B dative bond in the prototypical NH~3~-BH~3~ molecule results in the change of the disynaptic bonding V(B,N) basin into the monosynaptic basin V(N). Such topological description corresponds to the classical explanation of a coordination bond. Population of 1.27e can indeed characterize such a V(N) non-bonding basin.Fig. 14Correlation between the BN bond population, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \overline{N} $$\end{document}$, represented in topological analysis of η(*r*) field by the bonding disynaptic basin V(B,N) and the delocalization index, DI, for the B and N quantum atoms in topological analysis of ρ(*r*) field, demonstrated using linear regression

The NBO analysis show that the percentage of the natural hybrid orbitals on the B and N atoms decreases and increases with elongation of the B≡N, B-N, and B-N bonds. The relationships studied using the linear regression model are shown in Fig. [15](#Fig15){ref-type="fig"}. Longer B-N bond is characterized by larger contributions of the NHOs on the N atom. This result stays in agreement with general picture of the BN bond dissociation showing that elongation of the bond leaves the lone pair on N atom.Fig. 15Correlation between percentage contributions of natural atomic hybrids at the B and N atoms, forming 2-center B-N bonds, and optimized bond length *r*~opt~(B,N) obtained from linear regression

Conclusions {#Sec7}
===========

Application of the topological analysis of ELF enabled a detailed description and understanding of the local nature for 37 boron-nitrogen bonds with optimized lengths between 1.241 and 1.785 Å. A total of 25 molecules selected from the CSD have been investigated as well as prototypical H~3~N-BH~3~ molecule with a single dative bond (N→B) and the borazine molecule with the delocalized B^[\...]{.ul}^N bond. The BN bonds have been characterized with the wave function approximated within the DFT formalism using the M062X electron density functional in the real and Hilbert space using the topological analysis of η(*r*) and ρ(*r*) fields and the NBO analysis.From the perspective of topological analysis of ELF, all investigated boron-nitrogen bonds are described by bonding disynaptic attractors, V(B,N). Thus, they have some covalent-polarized character.The values of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \overline{N} $$\end{document}$ between 5.57 and 5.72e support the classical concept of the triple B≡N bond, those between 3.50 are 4.54e support the double B=N bond, and those between 1.83 and 2.65e support a single B-N bond. However, there are also some BN bonds, not easily conforming to standard bonding, with populations between 2.90 and 3.15e, for which resonance forms of the B-N, B=N should be used. In summary, the results of topological analysis of ELF in general stay in agreement with the classical concept of the multiple BN bonds.With the elongation of the BN bond, *r*~opt~(B,N), the population of the V(B,N) localization basin decreases from 5.72e, found for the triple B≡N bond (cetsup), to 1.83e obtained for the single B-N bond (cofvuo). Such results are in agreement with the power regression model.The BN bonds are highly polarized towards the N atom. Majority of the electron density of the V(B,N) basin, between 91 and 96%, comes from the N quantum atom. This result could indicate formal dative (N→B) nature of the BN bonding. Polarity indices, *p*~NB~, are in the range from 0.77 to 0.93.With elongation of the BN bond, contribution of the electron density from the N quantum atom decreases. At the same time, a very small decrease of electron density from the B quantum atom is observed.The study performed using topological analysis of ρ(*r*) field shows typical features of the shared (ρ~(3,−1)~(*r*) \> 0.09 e/au^3^, H~(3,−1)~(*r*) \< 0) and closed-shell (∇^2^ρ~(3,−1)~(*r*) \> 0) interactions.The relationships between the ρ~(3,−1)~(*r*), H~(3,−1)~(*r*), and ∇^2^ρ~(3,−1)~(*r*) values and the *r*~opt~(B,N) bond length have been found and modeled using regression analysis. No relationship between the bond length and the ellipticity parameter, ε~(3,−1)~(*r*) have been observed. The power regression model explains in the best way the relationship between the DI values and the *r*~opt~(B,N) length.The most interesting results are the values of the DI, describing exchange of electrons between quantum atoms, smaller than 1.28, even for very short, triple B≡N bonds. This finding is in contradiction with the values calculated for the triple bonds such as N≡N and HC≡CH, and emphasizes a difference between the BN bonds and other covalent bonds with shared electron density, despite the fact that all of them are formally classified as triple bonds.The relationship between the basin population of V(B,N) and the delocalization index for the quantum atoms B and N has been described by a simple linear regression model. The model yields the population of 1.26e of V(B,N) for DI of 0. Such small population can be associated with electron density forming the lone pair on the N atom in molecules with long *r*~opt~(B,N) distance without covalent interactions.The three NBOs of σ and π types confirmed the existence of 2-center natural bond orbitals in the molecules with formal triple B≡N bond. For the molecules with formal double B=N bonds, two-center σ and π NBOs have been observed for some molecules, whereas for other molecules, only single σ bonding orbital has been localized, accompanied by a lone pair orbital on the N atom. Similarly, for molecules with a single B-N bond, a single natural bond orbital has been found only for some of the studied molecules.The NBOs, characterizing B-N, B=N, and B≡N bonds, are formed mainly by the natural atomic hybrid orbitals, centered on the N atom. The percentage contribution of the nitrogen atom ranges between 76 and 85% (σ, π), thus the character of the boron-nitrogen bonding, dominated by atomic orbitals of the N atom has been confirmed.It is worth stressing that topological analysis of ELF and NBO analysis yields similar description of the BN bond. Both approaches show significant contribution of the nitrogen atom to the BN bonding, which is in agreement with a formal dative mechanism of its formation.Percentage contributions of the atomic NHOs at the B and N atoms, forming molecular orbitals of the BN bonds, show small increase of the NHO at the N atom and a decrease of the NHO at the B atom, going from the shortest B≡N bonds to the longest B-N bonds.
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Figure S1.Optimised geometrical structure of the iditas molecule with values of the bond lengths and corresponding basin populations noted. (PNG 1338 kb) High resolution image (TIFF 128 kb) Figure S2.Correlation between the BN bond polarity, pNB, calculated using combined topological analysis of η(r) and ρ(r) functions and the optimised bond length ropt(B,N). (PNG 152 kb) High resolution image (TIFF 223 kb) Table S1.The experimental, rexp(B,N), and optimised bond lengths ropt(B,N) (in Å), obtained using different electron density functionals for four molecules with formal triple boronnitrogen bond. (DOC 29 kb)
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